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ABSTRACT 

 

I propose a hermeneutic model ‘TIR’ [Teaching in retrospect] to address the triangle of critical thinking, 

cultural pluralism through literature and intuitive bonding between the teacher and the taught. ‘TIR’ is a way of 

‘knowing’ the three fundamental questions - ‘what was taught? ’, ‘how was it received by the body of 

differentiated learners in a class room situation?’ and ‘to what extent did the topic/unit enhance further 

inquiry?’ I argue that the process of post-reflection enables the facilitator to revisit the content, review 

pedagogical tools, and, more importantly, reaffirm the lifelong mission to knowledge enterprise. It is rewarding 

to retrace the pathways to knowledge, to closeread the landscape of lessonstaught and capture the forays into 

multiple perspectives for further exploration.TIR is an effective method to record the articulation of one’s 

teaching moments which generate insightful discussions and create a subtle awareness of sensibilities to decode 

complex nuances of issues.TIR as a hermeneutic paradigm of critical discoursewill be worthwhile in crafting 

better thoughts, arguments andallusions. My paper, recording three snapshots around Indian feminism through 

English and regional poetry in the execution of TIR, foregroundsmy experiential journeyto create a robust 

attitude to cognitive orientation.  
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INTRODUCTION  

‘In my being and becoming the tensions that were there created a dynamic world within which I acted which 

has, after all is said and done, turned out to be my life as I have experienced it. I reflect upon it as a unique life 

in many ways, at times distorted, but nevertheless a life which on occasions by my very acting within them, I 

used to give meaning to my being, doing my damnedest in my own personal becoming.’
1
 

 

 

                                                           
1
Ted.T.Aoki, Curriculum in a New Key(Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2005) 
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Pedagogical osmosis is induced through TIR (Teaching in retrospect) to open up new possibilities in 

deconstructing literature. TIR is a model to resist ‘intellectual conformity’
2
 which undermines interpretative 

sharpness. What defies or confounds articulationinthe ever-burgeoning gender discourse inthe world today is the 

inevitability of ‘unprecedented transformations and radical uncertainties’
3
However, to navigate through the 

gamut of experiences where the study of literature is infused with new dimensions, I started an enrichment club 

‘MLT’
4
to foster a perceptive understanding of world/comparative literature and its inter-cultural values 

committed to global mindedness. This paper offers three animated snapshots
5
 of enquiry-based sessions 

onIndian feminist epistemology which is essentially polyphonic; however, for the sake of clarity, I have created 

an acronym ACT [anger and anguish against alienation, catharsis, transcendence] in relation to the 3Ms[ 

mindfulness, media and mysticism]to trace the trajectory of Indian women’s search for identity.The process of 

TIR identifies the dynamic mechanism of four stages, the eloquent 4S – seeding, soaking, sprouting and 

sustaining. 

a) Seeding – the act of planting ideas and thoughts 

b) Soaking – the act of critical absorption, internalisation and transfer 

c) Sprouting – the act of diversification and merging of perspectives and new connections  

d) Sustaining - the act of deeper exploration  

 

DISCOURSE ANALYSIS  

 

1] Snapshot 1  

 

We were analysing Shanta Acharya’s Nirvaya
6
. The angst-driven persona is equated with life with a searingly 

toxic metaphor: ‘cheap, callously plucked – half-chewed /bones tossed drunkenly after the feast.’
7
How far 

doesviolence against women underpin misogynistic agenda? What is the role of democracy? Can democracy, 

divorced from pluralism, ever ring true?  These were the fundamental questions which engaged the young minds 

of my class.  We identified a pervasive tone of anger and anguish against cultural alienation. One student, 

alluding to the paradoxical position advanced by the protagonist, claimed how Indian women find themselves 

perennially trapped at an in-between stage: ‘That was my life, everything always in between – without hope, yet 

without despair; without resistance, but without acceptance. So you see, weak and strong.’
8
In this duality, how 

                                                           
2
Helen Sword, Stylish Academic Writing (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2012) 

3
 Yuval NoahHarari, 21 Lessons for the 21

st
 Century (London: Jonathan Cape, 2018) 

4
Modern Literature in Translation (MLT) is an enrichment activity to foster deeper understanding of literature 

from grade 10 through 12 [age groups: 15-18]. It is conducted thrice a week. Facilitated by Literature Talk, by 

both students and teachers, it is a dialogic forum to decode genres ofmodern texts in English translation. 

Students set out to interpret, exchange ideas and write reflections at the end of an academic term.  
5
 Focussed on Indian writing for this conference.  

6
Shanta Acharya. ‘Nirvaya’. Last accessed June 10, 2018. http://www.asialiteraryreview.com/nirvaya. 

7
 Ibid. lines 6-7 

8
 Amy Tan, The Kitchen God’s Wife(Flamingo, 1992) 
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is an Indian woman weak? The student was alluding to Bhagirathi
9
. Her argument was based on the cultural 

aspect which renderspower to an infirm character. The counter argument was how the author used the metaphor 

of ‘a dried-up wasted pea-pod’
10

to depersonalise Bhagirathi with negative dictions like dried-up and wasted. 

The discussion examined what was ritualistic and what was purposive. The class also identified the role of 

the Dalit woman Chandri without whom the Brahmin protagonistPraneshacharya would not have 

attained his metaphorical birth. The fierce independence of Chandri drew comparison with Mahasweta 

Devi’s Draupadi
11

 and the Draupadi of The Mahabharata  : both question androcentric paradigms.  While the 

former is up against the draconian authority, the latter challenges Yudhishthira’s action of putting her as a stake 

in the game of dice. Here, the question posed by the eminent historian RomilaThaparis pertinent: ‘I have often 

wondered that if we could gather together Valmiki’sSita with Gandhari, Kunti and Draupadi, what kind of 

conversation would that have had?
12

 No wonder, it conjures up IromSharmila
13

 and her indefatigable fight 

against the appalling violation of human rights in the form of the Armed Forces Special Powers Act (AFSPA) 

stifling the basic human rights. 

2] Snapshot 2  

Isn’t feminism a cliché in its relentless indulgence in male-bashing?How far does feminism forge a new idiom 

of freedom? How far can a female body be the locus of universal desire? The text under critical scanner was 

DeepikaPadukone – "My Choice"
14

; her monologue soundsstaggeringly ‘forced’ was the consensus of the class. 

Students found it manipulative, discursive, snooty, extravagant and at times voyeuristic ; some were quick to 

relate the connotations of ‘choice’ to the notion of desire in Philip Sidney’s poem ‘Thou blind man’s mark!  

thou fool’s self-chosen snare!’
15

 

 

The discussion was around the role of emotion, its reliability, its validity, its premature certainty and its utility. 

A significant text which brings out the mindless objectification of disembodied women through food imagery is 

another Bollywood celebrityDeeptiNaval’s reference to a darkly disquieting conversation: ‘One of the men 

passed a chicken leg to his friend, who retorted – ‘Yehkya de diya…sookhi…Madhuri Dixit! I stiffened. The 

guy put the skinny leg back into the casserole and handed over a fat fleshy piece saying with a grin ‘Yeh le 

yaar…Sridevi!’ They all laughed. Including the women. I got up, nauseated. I puked.’
16

This trivial reduction of 

women to consumption reeks of a sick, phallocentric mind.  

 

I found many perceptive students questioning if the self-proclaimed feminists are aware of the minor girls,  

sometimes reported by the National Commission for Women (NCW),  as ‘pregnant’ minor girls who are 

                                                           
9
U.R.Ananthamurthy, Samskara (India: Oxford University Press, 2003) 

10
U.R.Ananthamurthy, Samskara (India: Oxford University Press, 2003) 

11
Mahasweta Devi, Breast Stories, trans. GayatriChakravortySpivak(Kolkata: Seagull Books, 2014) 

12
RomilaThapar, The Past as Present (Aleph, 2014), 298-299 

13
Minnie Vaid, Iron Irom: Two Journeys(India: Rajpal Publications, 2013) 

14
HomiAdajania. VOGUE Empower. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KtPv7IEhWRA 

15
Philip Sidney, Sir Philip Sidney: The Major Works (Oxford, OUP, 2008) 

16
Deepti Naval, Black Wind and other Poems. (Ahmedabad,MapinLit, 2004) 
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‘pawned’ at shelter homes run by NGOs, spawning under political patronage, where they are fed on porns, 

injected with sedatives and brutalised sexually. How actively conscious is the mainstream media to stem the rot? 

Who cares for refugee and migrant women as internet breakthroughs touch dizzier heights? Who cares for the 

working women in urban slums who are deprived of space to answer nature’s call as poignantly hinted by 

Shobhaa De
17

in her column ‘Loos to call our own’? Do high-heeled women, spewing feminist jargons at the 

slightest provocation, care for the countless numbers of Bengali Nita
18

 or ParsiZakeelyee
19

 in their cultural 

struggle for existence? Do they, reduced to abject ‘otherness’
20

,  have a choice? These question came up for 

discussion. I quoted the tribal poem ‘A BondaSong’ : My little girl,/ Where did they hide you? /In which 

sky,/under which earth,/at the root of which tree?
21

The crux of gender discourse, if confined to rabid, militant 

feminism, would be doomed to despair being lost in an ideological labyrinth.  

 

The role of literature is to save this little girl from the periphery. One of my key objectives of the MLT Club is 

to reclaim the tragedy of receding voicesand the entropy of unlocalised settingmarginalised characters are pitted 

against. I recall the poignant moment of silence in class when we were trying to read into Jahanara Begum’s 

tortuous dilemma around her little Aftab and her heart-rending confession: ‘Two words actually. Hijra and 

Kinnar. But two words do not make a language. Was it possible to live outside language? It addressed itself to 

her as a soundless, embryonic howl.’
22

  Do we have freedom? Freedom to choose!Freedom to transcend 

culturally encysted spheres or freedom as a point of departure to undertake aninter-subjective flight as evident 

inChampa Sen Choudhury’s Bangla poem Mukti: ‘Deliver me from all – lures and temptation, /Leaving, only, 

the expanse of sky as my own.’
23

 

 

I am reminded of a MLT session where, discussing ethics and language, one student read out a perceptive poem 

by MadduriNageshbabu, translated from the Telugu by VelcheruNarayana Raoin a column by Mini Krishnan:  

 

I want a little breeze 

A glass of water 

Some warmth 

A little sky in this dungeon 

A little land for me in this country of mine 

Will you give it? 

Man 

I want real citizenship 

                                                           
17

Shobhaa De, ‘Loos to call our own’, The Week, August 25, 2013 
18

RitwikGhatak’sMeghe Dhaka Tara(The Cloud-capped Star) 
19

Rohinton Mistry, The Tales from FirozshaBaag, (Faber, 2006) 
20

 Toni Morrison, The Origin of Others, (Harvard University Press, 2017) 
21

G.N.Devy, Painted Words, ed.G.N.Devy, (Vadodara: Purva Prakash, 2012), 154 
22

 Arundhati Roy, The Ministry of Utmost Happiness, (Penguin, 2017) 
23

Namita Choudhury, Damini (A collection of Bengali poems by women poets (1400-2000), Translated by 

Champa Sen Choudhury. (Kolkata: NandimukhSansad, 2013) 
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Will you give it?
24

 

 

Against this gnawing deprivation, feminine power is reassured as evident in Anamika’s Hindi poem 

‘Unemployed’: ‘I often wonder/ are my hands two flints/ will they ever trigger fire?
25

  Students found the 

juxtaposition between Amrita Sher-Gil’s Village Scene and Rupi Kaur’s first line of the poem ‘iam the first 

woman in my lineage with freedom of choice.’
26

very ironic. What happens when freedom is crafted by a 

sceptical alternative voice consumed with an overwhelming sense of individuality against androcentricism? I 

cited Amrita Pritam’s iconic Punjabi poem
27

 

 

Blasphemy (Kufra) 

 

Today I sold a world 

And bought a religion. 

It was an act of blasphemy. 

 

I wove a cloth of dreams, 

Tore off a yard 

And stitched it into my life’s blouse. 

 

Today I took off the lid 

From the bowl of the sky 

And drank a sip of moonlight.   

The other way round is an abject state of anguish where characters like Tara
28

 are subjected to and eventually 

waste away.  The essence of female identity cannot be discerned without the beauty of women’s mothering. It 

also examines the ethics of loveless sex and the paradox of marital love. One cannot avoid Kamala Das’ poet-

persona reeling under the burden of oppressive love which she defines as ‘a gilded/empty container, good for 

show’
29

 in her poem Captive. When a woman articulates her all-consuming desire for love, all hell is let loose. 

The primacy of love in the scheme of gender discourse must not lose sight of the monumental role of women in 

the act of creation which is timeless and celebratory: The eyeless labourer in the night, / the selfless, shapeless 

seed I hold,/ builds for its resurrection day…’
30

. One cannot be oblivious to the implications of women’s 

                                                           
24

 Mini Krishnan’s article ‘Equality in free India: Homeless at home’ in The Hindu August 21, 2016 
25

JayantaMahapatra. Chandrabhaga, Translated by Arlene Zide and Anamika. (Orissa:TinkoniaBagicha,) 
26

Rupi Kaur, Milk & Honey, (Simon & Schuster; 2015) 
27

 Amrita Pritam, Selected Poems edited by KhushwantSingh (India: BharatiyaJnanpith Publication, 1982), 23 
28

 Mahesh Dattani’sCollected Plays, (India: Penguin, 2000), 317 
29

 Kamala Das, Selected Poems(India: Penguin Books, 2014) 
30

 Shirley Walker, The Poetry of Judith Wright, (Australia: Edward Arnold, 1980) 
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mothering: ‘expectations in women and men concerning mother’s lack of separate interests from their infants 

and total concern for their infants’ welfare.’
31

 

 

3] Snapshot 3  

 

Feminism and mysticism! Faith is the pursuit of an elevated consciousness. It wonders at women’s self-effacing 

quality to explore possibilities of loss and salvation and capture the magnitude and the intensity of a beatific 

vision. This aspect of self-discovery incorporates a high degree of imagination in so far as a female seeker 

attempts to enlighten the intangible realms within. Be it in the lives of Mother Teresa or the Mother, their 

personal search for the knowledge of the quintessential woman perpetuates the role of consciousnessand 

imagination. I am tempted to quote De Casseres
32

 who defines ‘consciousness’ as the antenna of the blind 

unknowable Force and ‘imagination’ as the dream of the Unconscious. This consciousness is the sublimation of 

anger and anguish to reach a higher state of trans-physical/historical state as witnessed by Tagore: ‘I felt freed 

from its clasp/ in the heart of an incorporeal light/ at the farthest shore/ of evanescent things.’
33

 

 

Mysticism is not fuzzy escapism. It is a unique way to forge a bond between a woman and a new woman. The 

former commits herself to family, the latter to her inner being of selfhood. It is a wonderful realisation as 

Krishna Sobiexpresses in her Hindi novel Ai ladki: ‘…an abiding togetherness between a dying woman and her 

daughter, the fading failing interior, the unsaid words, the silences that record more than words that last her 

statement, a text of the undying human spirit.’
34

  Moreover, the nature of bond between the private and the 

public selves can be transformative against the stereotypical notion that brands low caste women asdepraved 

with an insatiable libidinal appetite. An antidote to this half-backed, cultural bias is the fierce boldness and 

resistance of the ravaged Altadasi in MahaswetaDevi’s  Banglastory ‘Tungkur’(a bundle of broken rice ears) or 

Jhalo in ‘Gohumni’(a female king cobra).
35

 

 

The vision of this mystic bond is captured by the Mother while commenting on the problem of women: ‘And 

one wonders whether it will not be so until there are no longer any men or women, but living souls expressing 

their identical origin in sexless bodies.
36

 This, I contend, is global feminism or humanism where categories 

collapse to coalesce into one. It would be pertinent here to mention Tagore’s concept of Jivana-Devata where 

the poet laureate discovers a persona deity to fall back on; most interestingly, this personal deity also alludes to 

the Greek concept of Aphrodite
37

, the Goddess of prema and kama  (spiritual and physical love). Women 

embody the universe.Suffice it to infer that women’s bounty of love is embodied by Mother Teresa and her 

                                                           
31

 Chris Weedon, Feminist Practice and Post-structuralist Theory , (Blackwell, 1992),60  
32

Benjamin De Casseres, The Unconscious in Art, (Camera Work, 1911) 
33

 Krishna Kripalani, Rabindranath Tagore: A Biography, (Oxford),383-84  
34

 Krishna Sobti, Listen Girl!Translated by Shivanath. (Katha, New Delhi, 2002),11 
35

Mahasweta Devi, RudaliDey’s Publishing House. Kolkata 1994 
36

 The Mother On Women , Sri Aurobindo Society, Puducherry, India, 2014,5 
37

S.K.Chatterji, World Literature and Tagore , VisvaBharati: Santiniketan, 1971,176-77 
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concept of the ‘giver’ being the ‘receiver’ to embrace the teeming, poverty-stricken humanity.The fullness of 

Shakti (feminine power)gains salience in quiet acts of service as Sister Nivedita pours out her heart’s devotion, 

her faith in Sri Sarada Devi: ‘Isn’t that a sweet benediction that trembles in God, like the dew drop on the lotus-

leaf, and touches not the world?’
38

 

CONCLUSION 

The social dynamics of India is riddled with paradoxes and disparities. Amartya Sen touches the right pulse: 

‘But the country of first boys would need fixing first.’
39

  The role of language and literature is to drive home a 

more pluralistic vision. I am reminded of Arundhati Roy’s definition of fighting in her essay ‘Democracy- 

who’s she when she’s at home?’ which, I believe, is the need of the hour and encapsulates the role of a 21
st
 

century teacher/writer: ‘It means putting your ears to the ground and listening to the whispering of the truly 

powerless.’
40

 As a facilitator, my commitment to what Albie Sachs calls ‘dialogic truth’
41

to promote intellectual 

progressivism is actualised through TIR. To unleash the combinatory potential of the 4S, TIR summons a 

renewed attention to pedagogical strategies and curriculum studies not only to deconstruct the ‘layered’ 

moments of teaching for further dialogue but also to promote intrinsic motivation for both the teacher and the 

taught to cherish the joy and richness of exuberant ideas and thoughts in identifying collectively the vibrant 

implications of multiple contexts. TIR creates a pedagogical archive to dig into and mull over the blending of 

minds and the rewards of ‘immeasurable fund of thoughts and ideas’
42

 the works of literature provide.  Isn’t the 

bridge metaphor a palpable testimony to this truth: ‘On this bridge, we are in no hurry to cross over; in fact, such 

bridges lure us to linger’?
43
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